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Seems Like Old Times:
American Popular Songs Going Public Domain
Sorry, but “Seems Like Old Times” will
not be free of
copyright protection
for another twenty
years.
If you can wait for just
one month, however,
a total of sixty-seven
other songs published
95 years ago will
enter Public Domain,
including
“Baby
Face,” “Birth of the
Blues,” “Bye, Bye
Blackbird,”
and
“Horses,” the latter
written by Richard
Whiting and Byron
Gay.

up after an eighteen-month separation due
to Covid. Don’t Tell Mama, the present
location of our gatherings, had instituted

Jane Bacher, Danny Bacher, Beth Naji, Will Friedwald, Andrew Poretz,
Jon Weber, Vanessa Racci, and Joel Bacher.

January 1st is Public
Domain Day, which means that for most
creative copyrights, including those for
music, the underlying melody and lyrics,
not the recordings, become available on
this day, 95 years after publication. So,
Harry Akst’s heirs and those of Benny
Davis, Ray Henderson, Buddy DeSylva,
Lew Brown, Mort Dixon, Richard
Whiting, and Byron Gay, respectively,
will no longer receive royalty checks for
the songs listed above. That said, more
than 200 of their other songs remain
protected.

Although the weather outside was chilly
and rainy, APSS members showed up in
droves on November 13. Our President,
Linda Amiel Burns, welcomed the full
house to the second meeting of the 20212022 season, as long-time friends caught

a secure admission protocol as required
under New York City mandates, allowing
events such as ours to proceed safely.

room took on an air
“ The
of excitement, even as
the space seemed to
sparkle in response.

”

Andrew Poretz, the Producer, with the
assistance of Danny Bacher and Will
Friedwald, introduced the delightful
program which indeed featured songs now
in public domain or soon will be. With an
impressive cast of versatile performers,
including vocalists Beth Naji and Vanessa
Racci, joined by Danny – soprano sax,

Andrew – guitar and ukulele, both of
whom sang, and Jon Weber – piano, the
room took on an air of excitement, even
as the space seemed to
sparkle in response.
Will Friedwald, always
a
fountain
of
knowledge
with
respect to American
popular music, as well
as the proprietor of the
long-running
Clip
Joint series, was onhand
to
share
Hollywood film and
television
scenes,
many of which haven’t
been seen for a longtime. Should Will ever
want to tell us from
where they came, I’m
certain that we would
all write it down, even those of us who
brag about our memories.
Photo by Rose Billings

By Jerry Osterberg

Will pulled up engaging clips of Vince
Edwards, Joan Rivers, Tony Martin,
Irving Berlin, Dinah Shore, and Sergio
Franchi, who performed a hilarious “Dark
Town Strutters Ball” in Italian, quite a
departure for a crooner who primarily
sang love ballads. A rare clip was one of
Shelton Brooks, the composer of “Dark
Town Strutters Ball,” who also wrote
“Some of These Days,” later the signature
song of Sophie Tucker.
Next came the irrepressible Danny
Bacher, who performed a trio of wellknown songs, among them “St. James
Infirmary Blues” (1928), which will not
Continued on page 3
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President’s Message...

Linda Amiel Burns, President

Season's Greetings to our loyal members, family, friends, and
fans,
It is hard to believe that the last month of the year is upon
us and that the Holiday Season has begun. I want to wish all of
you a very healthy and joyous December, and a terrific year ahead in 2022. We
were very fortunate that Sidney Myer, the Booking Manager of Don't Tell Mama
and Cabaret Idol, was instrumental in giving the American Popular Song Society a
new home at a reasonable rate, and I cannot thank him enough for his
generosity.
It was exciting to have live programs again with an audience. However, we
are proud of ourselves for keeping APSS going on Zoom during the Pandemic.
The 2021-2022 Season began in October with a fabulous tribute to the late,
great Jazz Singer Susannah McCorkle, produced by Board Member Jerry
Osterberg, featuring an all star cast. Unfortunately, there was a problem with
the video/streaming equipment and the program was not taped. Jerry and the
cast are considering a repeat performance, perhaps at Birdland or The Green
Room. If you were not able to attend, a great description of this exceptional
program is outlined in the November Newsletter. Of course, if a reprise does
happen, we will be sure to let you know.
Last month, our remarkable Board Members, Andrew Poretz, Will Friedwald
and Danny Bacher collaborated on a sensational afternoon of great
entertainment with songs that are in Public Domain. Fortunately, the video is on
our website, and you can also read about it in this issue.
Growing up, we all always looked forward to the Holiday Specials on TV with
Bing, Perry, Frank and, of course, Andy Williams. On Saturday, December 11th,
we will end the year with Will's rare clips of Andy's shows, along with some
amazing young singers performing on our stage, and featuring Board Member and
future star, Mark William. You won't want to miss this one as we say goodbye to
2021 in merry song!
For our June Program, we are working on holding a fund-raising Gala event
featuring great entertainment with the theme of songs from Tin Pan Alley.
Producers (and treasured Board Members) Sandi Durell, and Marilyn Lester are
working on the details, and we will let you know more about it when our plans are
set. We have been talking about doing this
for years, and we know that you will all want
to attend and contribute to this special
evening - our first Gala!
Looking forward to seeing you on
December 11th at Don't Tell Mama as we
celebrate the holidays and the coming year
together.
Best wishes,
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R.I.P. Stephen Sondheim (1930 - 2021)

MEETING LOCATION: starting with 2021 - 2022 Season

(343 W. 46th St.)
12:00pm - 2:00pm
Come early to look thru Sheet Music & CD’s & stuff, all FREE.

via Paypal

at www.APSSinc.org
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Public Domain cont...

Andrew Poretz & Danny Bacher

in 1533 to make room for St. James
Palace. “St. James Infirmary” has been
recorded by a quite diverse group of
singers including Janis Joplin and the
British actor Hugh Laurie, a brilliant jazz
musician in his own right. Danny also
sang “Yes Sir, That’s My Baby,” a 1925
favorite written by Walter Donaldson and
Gus Kahn. It has the distinction of being
recorded in Yiddish by Peisachke
Burnstein as “Ye Sir, Iz May Kakeh. The
last song in Danny’s solo set was “Sleepy
Time Gal” (1925), written by Richard
Whiting, Ange Lorenzo, Joseph Alden,
and Raymond Egan.
Beth Naji, born on the 4th of July, has been
performing in public since the age of
three, debuting with “The Star-Spangled
Banner.” Blessed with a flair for comedy,
she currently can be found on The Beth
Naji Show. Beth’s set perfectly matched
her persona and style, beginning with a
fast moving “After You’ve Gone” (1918),

whose opening four notes are identical to
those of “Peg O’ My Heart” (1913). It was
not unusual in that era for songwriters to
borrow the first few notes of each other’s
hit songs.
Written by Turner Layton and Henry
Creamer, “After You’ve Gone” was
recorded by Bessie Smith, Ruth Etting,
and Louis Armstrong. Beth added the
lovely “I’m Always Chasing Rainbows”
(1917), the melody adapted from Chopin’s
Fantaisie-Impromptu by Harry Carrol and
Joseph McCarthy. It was introduced in
Broadway’s “Oh, Lord!” and performed
by the Dolly Sisters. Many years later,
McCarthy’s son Joseph A. McCarthy,
wrote “Why Try To Change Me Now”
with Cy Coleman. Finishing with “Me
And My Shadow” (1927), Beth was
accompanied by Danny on sax, with
Andrew as the seen yet unseen shadow.
His Harpo Marx expression was a perfect
counterpoint to Beth’s mostly innocent
obliviousness.
Thankfully, Beth stayed around, joining
Andrew is his segment, made especially
lively with the entire cast, including the
incredible Jon Weber, whose piano
interludes provide an audience a virtual
Name That Tune. Half the fun of listening
to Jon is to identify the bits and pieces of
songs he’s improvised into the melody
line. “Bye, Bye Blackbird” (1924), “Birth
of the Blues” (1926), and “Who’s Sorry
Now” (1927), were presented at their best
with not only Andrew’s singing, but by his
guitar and ukulele playing. With Beth and
Danny doing backup vocals, it was a
surefire audience pleaser.
Adding to the enjoyment was the talented
and striking Vanessa Racci, another child
prodigy, who has been singing
professionally from the age of twelve. Of
Italian descent, Vanessa was encouraged
by her grandfather to learn the classic
Italian popular songs. Later, she decided
to perform them in updated jazz
arrangements and her career has prospered
by it. Opening with “The Man I Love”
(1924), written by George and Ira

Gershwin, Vanessa performed the song
tenderly, her singing enhanced by Danny’s
gentle soprano sax. Her set incorporated
two additional Gershwin standards,
“Fascinatin’ Rhythm” (1924,) and a
welcome chestnut “Stairway to Paradise”
(1922), the last written with Buddy
DeSylva and Ira Gershwin, employing the
Photo by Rose Billings

Photo by Rose Billings

reach public domain status until 2024. It
is a classic with a lot of history, having
gone by various titles and countless lyrics:
“The Unfortunate Rogue,” “Gambler’s
Blues,” and “The Buck’s Elegy.” Legend
has it that the inspiration for the St. James
Infirmary was London’s St. James
Hospital, demolished by King Henry VIII

Vanessa Racci & Jon Weber

pseudonym Arthur Francis. Joe Bari, later
known as Tony Bennett, recorded
"Fascinatin' Rhythm" in 1949, and made
the recording again in 2018 with Diana
Krall.
As if all that wasn’t enough, the grand
finale added two surprise guest artists to
the cast, Danny Bacher’s parents, Jane,
who played the ukulele and banjolele, and
Joel, obviously a master of the washboard.
The entire cast of performers took the
stage for a raucous presentation of “Ain’t
We Got Fun” (1921), “Won’t You Come
Home, Bill Bailey” (1902), and “East
Side, West Side” (1894) for which the
audience was invited to sing along.
Singing with much enthusiasm, the
members would have been dancing in the
aisles, had there been any. Following the
show, members went off to various
Saturday activities, already secure in the
knowledge that their day had already been
made.

e
Th American Popular Song Society Presents...
"AN ANDY WILLIAMS-STYLE CHRISTMASJUST LIKE THE ONES WE USED TO KNOW"
FEATURING THE SONG STARS OF TOMORROW
When we think about Christmas music, our first
thoughts are Bing Crosby, Perry Como, and Nat King
Cole ("the three C's of Christmas"). Yet for over a
dozen years, the great crooner and pop singer Andy
Williams hosted one of the most popular variety
shows on television and featured a Christmas special
every year. This unique APSS program serves two
purposes: first, to salute the legendary Andy with
classic clips from his classic shows. Second, to
feature the song stars of tomorrow - young artists,
including several winners of the Mabel Mercer
Foundation Cabaret Competition and starring the
highly acclaimed young crooner and theater singer (and APSS board member)
MARK WILLIAM along with four other young stars (none of them over 20): ANAIS
RENO, HANNAH-JANE PETERSON, JULIA PARASRAM & MARKIE AGUIRRE.

A

joyous celebration of the holiday spirit, which will tie together the
old and the new, the past and future of a holiday that is both a
spiritual and a musical institution. (The Ghosts of Christmas Past,
Present, and Future will all be present.) Produced by Will Friedwald.
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Don’t miss our program on December 11th

(343 W. 46th St.)
12:00pm - 2:00pm
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Singer-Pianist and Cabaret Legend, Buddy Barnes
By Marilyn Lester

Pianist-singer Buddy Barnes has
been gone for many years now—he died
on September 11, 1992 at age 52—but
his enormous legacy lives on. He was a
popular cabaret performer and notably
Mabel Mercer's accompanist and
musical director for seven years, from
1965 to 1972. Mercer was the biggest
influence on his singing (and Cy Walter
was the pianist who most influenced his
playing). His vocal style was similar to
Mercer's, and in his husky baritone, he
performed songs as conversational
monologues. He was also noted for
finding obscure songs of the American
Songbook, often pouring through stacks
of old sheet music as well as exploring
the possibilities of pop charts of the day.
Barnes came from a show business
family. His mother, Marjorie Fielding,
was a Broadway director and
choreographer, and his father, Charles
Barnes, a successful vaudeville singer.
As a child, he recalled sitting on Lorenz
Hart's knee. His early desire, though,
was to be a concert pianist. He changed
his mind in 1955 when he attended a
Mabel Mercer concert. A mutual friend,
Rosy Dolly, introduced Barnes to
Mercer; they became acquainted,
becoming close friends in 1963.
Barnes had his own cult following,
many of whom were fellow performers.
He also accompanied many other
vocalists, including Rita Gardner,
Claiborne Cary and Ann Hampton
Callaway. KT Sullivan, Artistic Director
of the Mabel Mercer Foundation, and a
champion of Bart Howard’s music, met
Howard through Barnes, who had
introduced her to Howard’s work. After
Mercer died in 1984, and also shortly
after Sullivan took up residence in New
York City, Barnes, one of her
accompanists, took her to Mabel
Mercer's memorial. Barnes was playing
at this event for the likes of Elaine
Stritch and Barbara Cook. Howard too
was in attendance. Barnes invited
Howard to see Sullivan’s act, which
contained a couple of his songs. After

the show, the pair talked and hit it off.
Though Barnes, a new friendship was
formed between Sullivan and Howard.
Pianist and entertainer, Ricky Ritzel
remembers Barnes: “When I moved
here, I was introduced to the great
pianist Buddy Barnes. He had been
Mabel Mercer's accompanist for a
while. He became my mentor and dear
friend. Boy, did he know the ins and
outs of this business!”

Joe McGough, a long-time cabaret
aficionado and intimate of Barnes had
the good fortune to share many of
Barnes’ friendships. He remembers:
“My wife Cass and I met Buddy at the
Canal House in New Hope, PA around
fifty years ago, since he was their
pianist during the summer. He would
bring singers from NYC to the Canal
House each weekend, such as Jamie
deRoy, Susannah McCorkle and
Blossom Dearie. One night Buddy
brought sheet music of a new song that
Kander and Ebb gave him and he played
it. It was the “Theme from New York,
New York,” way before anyone heard
it."

"Buddy spent a lot of time in Philly
and lived with us. I knew the owner of
Cafe Lafitte, John Mc Nulty, and so got
him a gig there, where Mabel Mercer,
Julie Wilson, Barbara Cook, Dolores
Gray, Joe Maisel and others use to sing.
Buddy introduced Mabel to us and we
became friends and saw her many
times. He also introduced us to Murray
Grand who wrote “Guess Who I Saw
Today” (with lyricist Elisse Boyd) as
they were close friends. One weekend
Buddy brought Richard Rodney Bennett
to stay as well as Chris Connors. I also
met Cam Walter who was Cy Walter
wife, as well as KT Sullivan.”
Another memory of Barnes comes
from Gaylin English, who says, “I had
the absolute pleasure of being
introduced to Buddy Barnes by the
legend of Grove Street, Marie Blake. He
was charming and more than willing to
share stories of Mabel Mercer and his
time accompanying her. I think the one
thing I will always cherish about him
was his graciousness to this neophyte to
jazz. Whenever my late husband Jack or
I ran across him, he would remember
our names even if he was in a hurry.
He remembered that I had a limited
knowledge of jazz and would ask me
whom I had recently heard and what my
thoughts on those talents were. My last
memory of him was when he asked who
my favorite was and I said Ella
Fitzgerald because I can still hear the
melody in her voice and he threw back
his head, roared with laughter, patted
me on the shoulder and said ‘Now
THAT is wonderful.’”

Please, if you haven’t yet
updated your membership,
wouldn’t this be a good time to
do so? You may also renew at
this upcoming program before
you go into the room. You will
not be able to afterwards.
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Meg Flather’s “Rodgers & Hammerstein 2021” Soared with
Boffo Reinterpretation of Classics
By Michael Barbieri
I don’t know if I possess the
superlatives to describe the brilliance of
Meg Flather’s latest show at Don’t Tell
Mama. But I can certainly try. Her
tribute, Rodgers and Hammerstein 2021,
was absolutely one of the finest cabaret
shows I’ve seen! Her thoughtful yet
always entertaining analyses of the wellknown—-and at times, little-known—songs of the famous composers, opened
my eyes to just how innovative and
groundbreaking
Rodgers
and
Hammerstein truly were.
Meg Flather is a nine-time Broadway
World nominee and has won two Bistro
Awards and four MAC Awards. She’s
released eight CDs of her original
material and has written and recorded
songs for films, Off-Broadway and on
behalf of HIV/AIDS causes, 9/11,
Alzheimer’s, Autism, suicide awareness
and political activism.
I’ve known Meg since her earliest
days in cabaret, as part of the duo Leather
and Flather, with her singing partner,
Christian Daizey. At that time, she was
already a terrific singer. Since then, I’ve
seen her become not only a brilliant
vocalist, but one of the best interpreters
of a lyric as I’ve ever known!
Opening with a clear, concise
“Cockeyed Optimist” (South Pacific)
paired with “It Might As Well Be Spring”
(State Fair), Flather set the tone of the
evening beautifully. She then gave us an
elegant rendition of “My Favorite
Things,” (The Sound of Music) in which
she didn’t just simply sing the lyrics, but
could be seen actually picturing those
things about which she was singing,
making her delivery that much more real
for us!
Flather went on to describe her vision
for the show. She was revisiting the songs
of her childhood—-the music that always
played in her home—-but through the
eyes of a contemporary singer-songwriter
in her 50s. To that end, her version of “I
Can’t Say No” (Oklahoma) showcased
Rodgers and Hammerstein’s ahead-of-

their-time depiction of a woman
celebrating her sexual appetites in the
heartland of the early 1900s. Flather’s
delivery of the song was eye-opening for
me—-pure strength with none of the
gullibility or goofiness often associated
with the character of Ado Annie.
With “You’ve Got to Be Carefully
Taught” (South Pacific) and “A
Puzzlement” (The King and I), we saw

how the warnings about hatred and
racism are still very much relevant today.
It actually seemed to me that because
Flather was free of the constructs of the
shows’ narratives, the lessons rang
clearer than ever. Through Flather’s lens,
we saw how “No Other Love” (Me and
Juliet) and Oklahoma’s “People Will Say
We’re In Love” both evoked forbidden
love and brought to mind the LGBTQ
movement, not just then, but now. And
kudos to Musical Director Tracy Stark
for adding phrases from “We Kiss In a
Shadow” (The King and I) to her
arrangement of the latter song, which
simply strengthened that underlying
meaning!

Guided with a subtle, almost
imperceptible hand, by Director Lennie
Watts, Flather explored emotions that ran
from the serious to the starry-eyed. In a
stunning turn, she gave us a deeply
conflicted “Lonely Room” (Oklahoma).
Here, she displayed her talents as an
actor, going from a forlorn start, then
slowly becoming stronger. Eventually,
the mental anguish and conflict became
so strong, Flather was left literally
shaking and breathless. Conversely, her
rendition of “Ten Minutes Ago”
(Cinderella) was so sweet and charming,
we couldn’t help but get swept away by
the romance.
One of the most winning aspects of
this show is that Flather’s performance is
so sincere and approachable, that she
teaches us without ever coming across as
didactic. Explaining that Rodgers and
Hammerstein always seemed to find
hope when all around was dark, she
brought up the pandemic—-certainly
dark times for all, but for performers and
audiences in particular. But she reminded
us that while people were hidden away
inside, nature had a resurgence! Air and
water became cleaner, plants and flowers
grew more lush, and the world seemed to
reset itself. Thankfully, as she said, live
entertainment is also coming back... just
like nature! This led to her soft and
extremely
moving
medley
of
“Edelweiss/The Sound of Music”(The
Sound of Music ), which left most
everyone in the room misty-eyed. And as
she sang the closing lyric “My heart will
be blessed, with the sound of music. And
I’ll sing once more,” Flather became
emotional, her voice breaking as she held
back tears.
Meg Flather wears her heart and her
entire life experience on her sleeve, in the
best way possible, and with this newest
show, I’m very glad she’s singing for us
once more!
Reprinted with full permission of
NiteLife Exchange where this review
first appeared.
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Getting to Know The Lucy Show

The Lucy Show was Ms. Ball's
follow-up series to her classic I Love
Lucy and subsequent Lucy-Desi Comedy
Hour series of specials. To insure its
success, she brought along many
crew members from her previous series,
including the writing staff. During the
course of its run, the show underwent
several format changes. Initially, the
series was set in small town Danfield,
New York. Lucy Carmichael was a
widow with two children, Chris and

Jerry, who shared a house with her buddy
Vivian Bagley (Vivian Vance) and her
son Sherman. In the first handful of
shows, neighbor and occasional
boyfriend Harry Conners (Dick Martin)
was featured. Many of the plots during
the show's first few seasons revolved
around parenting and Lucy and Viv's
involvement in the community.
But Lucy was still Lucy, meaning
trouble for anyone who became involved
in her ingenious schemes. Holding the
keys to her trust fund was tightwad
banker Mr. Barnsdahl (Charles Lane)
who endured Lucy's numerous attempts
to get at more of her money. At the start
of the second season, Lucille met her
perfect foil in Gale Gordon, who as

banker Theodore J. Mooney, was now in
charge of Lucy's account. He bellowed
("Mrs. Carmichael!"), huffed, puffed and
launched into hothead mode at the
slightest provocation.
Season two also marked the
beginning of the series being filmed in
color. Oddly, CBS was still transmitting
its programming in black and white. It
wasn't until later reruns that these
episodes were ever seen in color. (Desilu
knew that color was inevitable and
having shows shot in color
would improve their value
later in syndication.) Tired of
commuting from her home in
the east for a supporting role,
Vivian Vance left the show as
a regular at the end of the third
season. (She still made guest
appearances every year or so.)
This brought about major
changes in the format of the
series. In the fourth year, the
writers had Lucy's daughter
go to college and her son
enrolled in a military
academy, effectively making
Lucy single and childless.
(Her kids were basically sent
to that same black hole where
son Chuck on Happy Days
would be sent--the place
where characters just disappear, never to
be mentioned again.)
Lucy moved to an apartment in Los
Angeles where, in one of TV's most
unbelievable coincidences, Mr. Mooney
had also transferred to work at the
Westland Bank. He still had control over
Lucy's money; he would eventually hire
her to work at the bank. In an effort to fill
the void left by Viv's departure, Joan
Blondell was hired to play Lucy's
neighbor and partner in crime.
Unfortunately, the two actresses did not
get along and Blondell was released from
her contract after just two shows. Soon, I
Love Lucy alumnus Mary Jane Croft
would take over the sidekick role as
Mary Jane Lewis.

As the plots became centered on
Lucy and Mr. Mooney at the bank the
situations became increasingly more farfetched. By the end, the series generally
featured a weekly appearance by a
famous star playing him or herself. The
series was brought to a close by Ms. Ball
who had sold Desilu Studios to
Paramount. Rather than do a show she
didn't own, she canceled The Lucy Show,
reformatted and returned in the fall with
Here's Lucy.

Lucy’s friend, Mary Jane Croft

More on Mary Jane Croft
(February 15, 1916 – August 24, 1999)
In addition to her work with Lucille
Ball, she was a frequent guest star on
other television programs, including
Howard Duff's adventure/drama series
Dante in the 1960 episode "The
Misfortune Cookie".
She was a regular on at least two
other series, as Clara Randolph the
ebullient neighbor with the shrill voice
married to Joe Randolph played by
Hollywood veteran Lyle Talbot on The
Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet, and on
Our Miss Brooks on CBS, in which she
reprised her radio role as Miss Daisy
Enright, the title character's rival.
This article
originaly appeared
in the April / May,
2012 issue of
TIMES SQUARE CHRONICLES.
It is rewritten here with permission
from the Publisher of that paper.

